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UNIFIED CARRIER LICENCE 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS ORDINANCE (Chapter 106) 
 
New World Telecommunications Limited (NWT) hereby publishes the following tariff pursuant to its 
Unified Carrier Licence with immediate effect. 
 
Name of Tariff 
 
International MPLS IP-VPN Service 
 
Description of Tariff  
 
Multi-protocol Label Switching (MPLS) is the latest state-of-the-art technology for connecting 
customer sites in different locations. The main concept of MPLS is to assign short, fixed-length 
labels on each IP packet. The core network service router performs switching based on these labels 
to determine where and when data should be forwarded.  
 
Through network based IP-label-switching function, different classes of IP packets can be switched 
and prioritized according to the application requirements. Such switching methods allow maximum 
network performance and easy scalable service. 
  
With direct connections to overseas point of presences and interconnection with major international 
carrier partners, NWT’s MPLS IP-VPN service covers all major cities in Greater China and other 
cities in over 150 countries. Besides, NWT’s IPSec remote access and SSL remote access allow 
business travellers and remote users to access the IP-VPN securely from anywhere in the world. 
 
Previous service rates / charges are revised as follows: 
 

Port Speed  
HK End Monthly Charge      

(HK$) 
China End Monthly Charge 

(RMB) 

128K $3,741 ￥31,045 

256K $4,704 ￥31,933 

384K $5,664 ￥33,623 

512K $6,624 ￥35,220 

768K $8,232 ￥36,746 

1,024K $9,120 ￥39,416 

T1 $10,899 ￥40,632 

E1 $13,329 ￥43,581 

3M $18,107 ￥82,561 

4M $22,886 ￥86,544 

5M $26,679 ￥113,250 

6M $30,574 ￥116,838 

8M $38,368 ￥142,449 

10M $46,155 ￥163,368 
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Notes:    

1. Above price is for budgetary quote. Actual price will be based on the feasibility check. 

2. Setup Charge is subject to feasibility check and not included in the above price. 

3. The BMO charges are not included in the above and will be quoted during feasibility check. 

4. Minimum contract period is 12 months.  
   
Note :  If additional in-house wiring or trunking is required, the corresponding cost will be 
chargeable to the customer. 
 
All services referred to above are subject to NWT's General Terms and Conditions of Service and 
their applicable special terms and conditions as may be amended from time to time.


